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1. Introduction –Greenhouse agriculture in arid environments is booming in Algeria, particularly in the 

North East of the Sahara where the exploitation of naturally hot water from the Albian requires cooling 

prior to irrigation. This study evaluates the opportunity of combining an "Earth-Water-Air coaxial 

exchanger (EWAHE)" geothermal system with agricultural greenhouses (Fig. 1), both for heating and for 

cooling water in winter.  

The production rate of vegetable crops in the North East of the Algerian 

Sahara is among the highest in the country with more than 13.5 million 

quintals per year produced in the area of Biskra and El Oued. [1]. This 

mass agriculture relies in particular on the deep waters of the albian 

aquifer, which are at a temperature of around 50°C [2], which requires 

cooling before its use. In this context, a new geothermal system was 

modelled by Dehina et al [3] named EWAHE (Earth Water to Air Heat 

Exchanger) where a hot water tube is incorporated into a Canadian well. 

The purpose of this study is to assess the energy efficiency of said 

exchanger for heating agricultural greenhouses from geothermal water 

and cooling the latter, before irrigation. 

 

 

2. Results and Discussion - The blowing of hot air by the EWAHE 

exchanger brings considerable energy savings to the greenhouse 

and stabilizes the temperature around values recommended for 

plant growth. During the night, we observe a rise in 

temperature under the effect of the exchanger (With EWAHE 

case) of the order of 7°C, when the exchanger is running, 

compared to the case of a greenhouse in free thermal evolution 

(Without EWAHE).  

Figure 2 shows that the coupling of the exchanger to the greenhouse 

is favourable to the growth of the plantations since during the 

winter, when the temperatures stays between 15 and 30°C 70.2% of 

the time, against barely 40.5% in the case of without EWAHE. On 

the other hand, the drop in temperature of the water at the outlet of 

the exchanger is of the order of.1.5°C. Under these conditions, the 

energy input provided by the air heated to the greenhouse is 20.35kWh or 4.19 

kg CO2/kWh. Over the winter season, the system reduces the release of 9 tons of CO2 per greenhouse. 

 

 

3. Conclusions – The proposed system helps to heat the greenhouses and cool relatively the water before 

use. The case study presented showed the benefit of using such a system to the development of widely 

consumed species such as tomatoes by increasing indoor temperature during winter. In addition, we note 

that 10 greenhouses of 420m² each can be heated by this system. 
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Figure 1 : EWAHE Greenhouse heating 

system by EWAHE. 

 

Figure 2: Ambient temperatures in greenhouses with and 

without EWAHE exchange 
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Figure 2 : Distribution of greenhouse temperatures. 


